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WHAT’S NEW WITH RIGHTSLINK FOR SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATIONS 
We are pleased to announce RightsLink for Scientific Communications’ release, available October 2019. 

 

RightsLink for Scientific Communications: Release Goals 

RightsLink’s October release is focused on features and enhancements that align with CCC’s vision of a 
robust platform for supporting transformative agreements. In addition to this focus, the RightsLink 
team continues to support client requests and maintain technical excellence. Specific updates include 
the following:  
 
Easily track spending through dashboards and related tools for your Deposit, Read and Publish and 
Publish and Read agreements 
While working with publishers on emerging deals and their requirements, we recognized the 
importance of automation in supporting both deposit/prepaid accounts and Read & Publish spending 
caps. This release will allow publishers to create agreements with a monetary spending threshold. In 
support of this threshold feature, the agreement’s monetary status will be visible on both the publisher 
and institution dashboard and a notification can be created to alert stakeholders when a threshold 
balance dips below the set amount.  
 
Support funding decisions through improved datapoints and flexible messaging 
In support of institutional administrators, the following datapoints have been added to the funding 
dashboard (when available/applicable):  Journal Name, APC Token or Threshold Value, DOI, and CC 
License. The dashboard will also be updated to provide primary author information separately from all 
other authors. In addition, the “Note to Authors” section has been updated to support more text and 
display additional details to authors.  
 
New offer and reminder emails templates to prompt authors to complete a second payment workflow 
for charges not available or not funded in a first APC transaction  
For publishers who trigger publication charges late in the production lifecycle, as well as publishers 
using the agreement management tools and offering charges beyond those funded by their 
institutional agreements, new “secondary notifications” are available to alert authors of updated 
charge information.  
 
Additional Updates 

• New API method that identifies orders by agreement and order status 
• Upgraded Ringgold API and improved logic for IDs with multiple parent organizations 

Questions? Contact Shannon Reville at sreville@copyright.com or your 
Account Manager. 

mailto:sreville@copyright.com
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TRACKING DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS & APC SPENDING CAPS 
Note: Agreement management tools must be adopted for publishers to benefit from these changes: 
 
APC Threshold feature for agreement management tools 
CCC is committed to building best-in-class features to support transformative and other OA 
agreements in the market today. While working with publishers on emerging deals and requirements, 
we recognized automation is key in supporting deposit or prepaid accounts and spending caps on Read 
& Publish agreements. The process for managing these agreement terms today is very costly and 
manual for our publishers today. In response, we’ve built a new feature within our agreement 
management tools called the “APC Threshold”. This feature allows publishers to create agreements 
with a monetary spending threshold, representing funds the institution has already deposited or APCs 
already covered by a Read & Publish agreement.  
 

 
 
When an agreement has an “APC Threshold” set up, our system will allow transactions to flow through 
to the institution at zero-balance-due until the sum of the net order value for all transactions has 
reached the spending threshold. This way publishers can ensure their deposit accounts are being 
accurately reduced for the true value of each APC and know when the institution may need to add 
funds, renegotiate the terms of the deal, or start paying for future APCs out of pocket. 
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Funds can be added to or subtracted from the threshold balance at any time, if the profile is still active.  
 

 
 
Agreement financial state visible on Publisher and Institution Dashboards  
To supplement our APC Tokens and the new APC Threshold feature, we will also be showing the 
current state of the profile in terms of tokens, thresholds, and any invoiced APCs on our profile 
dashboards. These views will be visible to both institutions and funders so all parties can see their 
account balances in real time. 
 

 
 
New custom notification option about APC threshold balance  
Custom notifications have been part of the agreement tools since late 2018. With the addition of the 
APC Threshold feature, we have added a new custom email option so  publishers and institutions can 
setup alerts for themselves at the APC Threshold balance of their choice. As soon as the available 
balance dips below the trigger they’ve setup, a notification will be sent via email to all contacts applied 
to the notification. 

Profiles with APC 
Thresholds set will 

show Threshold 
information 

Profiles with APC 
Tokens set will 

show Token 
information 
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STREAMLINING FUNDING DECISIONS  
Note: Agreement management tools must be adopted for publishers to benefit from these changes: 
 
Expanded details on Institution’s Funding Request Dashboard 
CCC has held events with institutions and funders this year to collect feedback on the agreement 
management tools and ensure the institutional dashboards are conducive to quick funding decisions. 
We’ve received a wealth of feedback about the data that would help institutional administrators to 
make decisions about funding APCs, namely DOI, Journal Name, and CC License. We were also told it 
would be helpful to highlight the primary author separately from all other authors as often agreements 
only apply to the primary author. As a result, we have made enhancements to our funding dashboard, 
using a new feature to “view more” about each request.  
 
By creating this expanded feature, we were able to add the following to the dashboard: 

• Journal Name 
• APC Token or Threshold Value (APC fees before Token/Threshold was applied, if applicable) 
• DOI (if available) 
• CC License (if available) 
• Separation of primary and secondary authors (so primary is easily identifiable) 
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Extending Institutions’ “Note to Authors” possible length 
It was suggested that we expand the allotted characters for the “Note to Authors” section in the 
special billing profiles. Currently, in the Institutional Portal institutions can write an agreement-specific 
message to display in the funding request workflow. They like the ability to provide details to their 
authors about the agreement before the author chooses to seek funding. This message was previously 
limited to 300 characters, and we have increased it to 800 characters for the October 2019 release.  
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PROVIDING API METHOD TO FIND FUNDING REQUESTS 
The API is available to all clients, however, the agreement management tools must be adopted for this 
method to be valuable: 
 
New API method to “Get Funding Status Changes Within a Date Range” 
Publishers that have adopted the agreement management tools and are also using our API to pull data 
for their downstream systems expressed the need for an API method to show which of their 
transactions fell under an agreement. By using our new method “Get Funding Status Changes Within a 
Date Rage” publishers can easily tell which orders are falling under an agreement because a funding 
status exists for the order. They can also tell which orders are still pending a funding decision, which 
are approved, and which orders have been denied. Using other methods, they can then find out 
additional information about the order so that they may take some action with the author or 
institution. 
 
This method will return a response similar to the following: 
 
{ 
"statuschanges":[ 

{ 
"manuscriptId":"550e8400-e29b-41d4-a716-446655440000", 
"time":"1997-07-16T19:20:30.819+00:00", 
"newStatus":" APPROVED", 
"transactionId":"550e8400-e29b-41d4-a716-446655440001", 
} 

], 
"pageNumber":1, 
"itemsPerPage":2, 
"totalNumberOfPages":33, 
"totalNumberOfItems":66 

 
Complete API documentation and instructions for this method will be available immediately following 
the October release. 
 

OFFERING ADDITIONAL CHARGES AFTER INITIAL CHECKOUT 
An enhancement request is required to turn on and customize this feature. 
 
Additional Offer & Reminder Emails for charges initially passed or available later  
Today, if publishers are using RightsLink-generated emails, we send three notifications to authors 
when they’ve been accepted for publication and have APCs due: first the initial offer, then a reminder, 
and later a final reminder. Publishers can set the exact cadence between these emails. Once a 
transaction has been placed for that manuscript, we will cease sending any reminders. 
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As of our October release, publishers will have an option to turn on “secondary notifications”. Like our 
existing emails, the secondary notifications consist of one offer email and two reminder emails. 
However, these secondary emails are only 
triggered if a transaction has been placed for 
the manuscript and one of the following occurs: 
 

• An update to the manuscript is made 
and shows additional charges are 
available. 

• The first transaction was a funding 
request, it gets approved by the related 
institution, and there are additional 
optional charges, like page or color, 
available to the author separately from 
their institution or funder’s payment of 
OA fees. 

 
This feature will support publishers who trigger 
publication charges late in the production cycle, 
as well as publishers using the agreement 
management tools and offering charges beyond 
those funded by their institutional agreements.  
 
The emails can be configured with custom text 
at the journal group level allowing publishers to 
communicate what makes the most sense for 
them.  
 

RINGGOLD REST API & LOGIC ENHANCEMENTS 
No enhancements are required for publishers to take advantage of these changes. 
 
Switched to Ringgold’s REST API 
Ringgold recently developed and released a REST API, and as of October RightsLink will have switched 
to this new API from their original SOAP API. This will benefit us technically, as now RightsLink will run 
only by REST services, and we will also reap the benefits of future API enhancements made by 
Ringgold.   
 
Improved logic when a Ringgold ID has multiple parent organizations 
This year we learned that a Ringgold ID can be the child of multiple parent IDs. According to Ringgold, 
just under 2% of organization records (9,428 total) have 2 or more parent records. When RightsLink 
passes an ID like this to Ringgold for validation and to learn about its relationships, Ringgold returns 
multiple parent IDs. Today RightsLink can only look at the full hierarchy of the first parent ID we get 
back from Ringgold, which leaves possibility for some discounts or profile matches to be missed, as 
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they may be part of the second or third parent tree. As of the October release, when RightsLink passes 
an ID to Ringgold and there are multiple parent IDs returned, we will look at the hierarchies of all 
parent IDs. This way we can recognize and honor all potential relationships for that child ID.  
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Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) builds unique solutions that 
connect content and rights in contextually relevant ways through 
software and professional services. CCC helps people navigate vast 
amounts of data to discover actionable insights, enabling them to 
innovate and make informed decisions. CCC, with its subsidiaries 
RightsDirect and Ixxus, collaborates with customers to advance how 
data and information is integrated, accessed, and shared while setting 
the standard for effective copyright solutions that accelerate 
knowledge and power innovation. CCC is headquartered in Danvers, 
Mass. and has offices across North America, Europe and Asia. To learn 
more about CCC, visit www.copyright.com.
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